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IntraFind Software AG is a specialist for enterprise
search and intelligent document analysis. The
independent founder-led software company with
headquarters in Munich and a US subsidiary was
founded in the year 2000 and has over 65 employees.
W
 ith its AI-based software, IntraFind helps companies
and government agencies quickly find important
information contained in large data sets. In the
process, the tool searches and analyzes structured
and unstructured data regardless of where the
information is saved (including cloud sources). The
benefit for organizations lies in being able to cleverly
leverage their data’s potential to identify correlations,
make better decisions, digitalize processes, and
ultimately work more efficiently.
T
 he range of solutions offered by IntraFind
extends from a tool to conduct simple searches
in an application to enterprise search, knowledge
management, digital workplaces, intelligent text
analysis from large numbers of documents, and
intelligent document processing.
A
 s a result, the company not only makes it possible to
obtain relevant search and analysis results from large
data sets, but also to automate and digitize documentbased processes. To achieve this, the software vendor
relies on a full range of AI and machine learning
techniques, as well as natural language processing.

IntraFind Software AG
Landsberger Straße 368
80687 München
Germany
+ 49 (0) 89 3 09 04 46-0
sales@intrafind.com
www.intrafind.com

Its scalable products are used by organizations from
SMEs to large corporations and government agencies
with volumes ranging from a few hundred thousand
to billions of documents and information objects.
IntraFind’s numerous customers include BMW, DATEV,
Rolls Royce, Rohde & Schwarz, the German Armed
Forces, police departments, and regional institutions
of Germany’s public pension fund. Renowned analyst
firms include IntraFind on the list of the world’s
leading search and analytics software companies.
A
 s an experienced and reliable partner, IntraFind
provides its customers with comprehensive support
and also offers a wide range of consulting and training
services as well as support in ongoing operations
within the scope of joint projects.

At a Glance:
An established German software company
Provider of search and analysis software and
intelligent document processing
Around two million daily users at companies and
government agencies

Don’t hesitate to get in touch with
us – we look forward to helping
you find the perfect solution for
your individual needs.
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